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“This workshop has

given me more

confidence in myself” 

Sarah, aged 14

“I think it has made

me realise that I am

a normal person who

doesn’t need to 

be perfect” 

Ella, aged 11

“BodyTalk has had a

positive effect on me. 

It has helped me to focus

on my strengths, rather

than my weaknesses” 

Niral, aged 13

“I used to think that I was the only freak in this class and

that everyone else looked OK. But now I see that we all

have something that we’re not happy with. We waste 

so much time thinking about our imperfections when we

could just be getting on with enjoying life!”    

Jasmin, aged 13



BodyTalk Group Workshop objective

BodyTalk aims to help young people build positive self-esteem by understanding 

and dealing with feelings about physical appearance, in particular weight and shape. 

The workshop is designed to address aspects of the Personal, Social & Health Education

Framework for KS3 students (11-14 year olds) as given in the UK National Curriculum.

Why has BodyTalk 
been produced?

Today there is more pressure than ever on young

girls and boys to be physically perfect. We see this

reflected in the news all around us. Let’s look at

some worrying facts:

•  The body fat of models and actresses

portrayed in the media is at least 50%

less than that of healthy women.

(British Medical Association, 2000)

•  6 out of 10 teenage girls think they’d 

‘be happier if they were thinner’.

•  While only 19% of teenage girls are

‘overweight’, 67% think they ‘need to 

lose weight’.

(UK Teen Body Image Survey, Jan 2004, 

Bliss magazine)

•  Boys aged 10-11 desire a larger body

than their current shape while boys

aged 12-13 desire a leaner body. 

(Parkinson et al, Eur Eat Disorder Rev)
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How should I use this pack?

Raising self-esteem is a huge task. It is woven into much of what you do already as an

educator. This pack gives you a focus for a double lesson on the subject of body image.

Using exercises, leading conversation and sharing the stimulus DVD, you’ll be able to help

open the eyes of your class or group to the way that they feel about themselves.

Listening to teachers’ feedback from our pilot programme, we have included more

material than required for a double lesson. This gives you choice and flexibility as to 

what to use.

On the left pages you will find Prompt Sheets. These are for your eyes only. They give

facts, suggested snippets and questions for you to share.

On the right pages you will find Activity Sheets. These can be photocopied in black and

white to be handed out.

Pupils who struggle to build relationships with other classmates may find some

activities in the workshop difficult. Being aware of any pupil issues before the

workshop will help you to prepare for exercises such as Activity 3.2 where pupils 

are asked to go into pairs and exchange compliments.



Who has created these materials?

This workshop pack has been developed by beat with key input from the Dove Self-

Esteem Fund. Why?

beat and the Dove Self-Esteem Fund are both committed to helping young people feel

better about the reality of the bodies they were born with.  

beat is the UK charity that believes eating disorders will be beaten. 

1.15 million people are affected in the UK. Building a strong sense of 

self-esteem is a key step forward.

The Dove Self-Esteem Fund’s aim is to prevent the waste of potential

caused when young people develop low self-esteem from hang-ups

about looks. Consequently the Fund is an agent of change to educate

and inspire about a wider definition of beauty.

The materials have been tested in stages and refined with help from over 1,000 teachers

and pupils. Participating schools across the UK have included state and private, single-sex

and mixed, urban and rural. Their feedback has been invaluable. Further input has come

from Dr. Susie Orbach, Dr. Nancy Etcoff and the Girl Scouts of the USA.

“This Workshop Guide provides an impressive combination of activities and

communication tools that encourage conversation on an exceedingly difficult

subject: body image and self-esteem. At a time when young people are growing

up surrounded by unattainable beauty standards, innovative materials like these

offer adults the chance to be positive role models, and to make a significant positive

impact on the self-image of young people when they need it most.“

Dr. Nancy Etcoff, Harvard University professor and author of ‘Survival of the Prettiest, the Science of Beauty’

“Around the world, research is showing that the beauty business is having a powerful

and often damaging impact on young people’s experience of themselves. Body

image issues affect nearly all girls, and boys too, undermining their confidence and

diverting their energy into attempts to meet today’s often impossible body ideals. 

This pack can help young people (and teachers) understand how visual culture

impacts on them and affects their feelings about themselves. The exercises can help

them become more robust in their quest to become who they can be.“

Dr. Susie Orbach, psychotherapist and visiting professor at the London School of Economics, author of numerous

books on body image and emotional literacy



Before your workshop…

One way to raise self-esteem is to empower people to take responsibility for themselves.

With this in mind, we don’t want to insult you by asking you mundane things like

“remember to check that the DVD player works”. However, here are a few things that

might help you.

1. Inform parents. 

The nature of BodyTalk means that you may touch

upon some sensitive areas in your discussions.

Sometimes these areas can link back to the home.

When parents have more awareness as to what

their children are discussing, better conversations

can be had at home to reinforce and support 

in-class teaching. To help, you can send copies of

the enclosed leaflet home a week before you run

the workshop.

2. Inform pupils. 

Engagement and discussion are always livelier when

pupils know more in advance about the subject

area. Tell them about the workshop and ask them

to prepare for it by cutting out a couple of images

of people from magazines that show ‘true beauty’.

Bring a few spare images – you know what young

people can be like! And ask them to bring pens.

3. Get adult support for the workshop. 

It is possible to deliver BodyTalk on your own.

However, it is preferential to split the class into 

three groups and to have extra adults on hand to

monitor each discussion. Perhaps another teacher,

the school nurse or an interested parent could 

help out?

4. Book a room. 

The format for the workshop works best in a large

open room. You do not need tables or chairs. 

A gym is ideal, a classroom is also fine. 

You will need a minimum of a double lesson to

deliver this workshop.

5. Gather your tools. 

You’ll need a DVD player and TV. It is also good to

have a flip-chart / whiteboard / blackboard for

sharing comments with the group.



This Prompt Sheet gives you suggestions 

as to what to say to your class. Please

photocopy the Activity Sheet opposite to

hand out. 

Workshop objective: to help you develop

skills for positive self-esteem and a positive

body image. 

Explain ground-rules and your role in

facilitating the workshop:
• voluntary participation but hope for good open

discussion

• want to hear all contributions – even if unusual

point of view

• respect – listen to others’ opinions 

• respect – be non-judgemental

• respect – everything said to be treated 

as confidential

Who has developed this workshop? 

Two groups who aim to help people feel better about

the bodies with which they were born: beat (the UK

charity committed to beating eating disorders) and the

Dove Self-Esteem Fund (linked to the beauty brand).

Structure of workshop:

What are “positive self-esteem and good

body image”? (Activity Sheet 1.1)

What affects them? (Activity Sheets 2.1 – 2.4)

What can we do to strengthen them?

(Activity Sheets 3.1 – 3.3)

Ask the class to answer. 

Answers include:

• being happy to be you

• accepting your body as it is

• holding your head up high about the way 

your body is

• not being overly concerned by your body

• not being self-conscious of your body

>
Objective: to understand what builds

your self-esteem. By identifying 

the things that make you feel good,

you can support yourself when times

are hard.

Hand out the Activity Sheet and read

what is on it.

After the exercise ask “When discussing

what builds good feelings, did you

find it easier to talk about your body

or your self-esteem? Why?”

Prompt Sheet 1.1 – Introduction

Activity Sheet 1.1 –

Self-Esteem Supports 

1

1

2

3



Activity Sheet 1.1 – Self-esteem supports

What can build good feelings about your body and give you positive self-esteem? 

Write them in the bricks underneath ‘you’. Add more bricks. Which ones give you 

most support? 

You can take this sheet home to remind you of these helpful things when you’re going

through a difficult patch.



Prompt Sheet 2.1 – What affects body image?

In the previous exercise, did anyone mention reading certain magazines or watching

certain programmes or films? Why? Why not? Research tells us that media imagery can

affect the way we feel about ourselves.

Did you know...

According to The Body Shop, there are 3 billion

women who don’t look like supermodels and only

eight who do. What kinds of companies benefit

from making us think our bodies are imperfect?

• gyms

• diet industry

• make-up and perfume products

• plastic surgeons

>
Objective: to explore how media

imagery can make us feel.

Find out which words came up most

commonly. 

Draw out contrasts between (e.g.)

‘stereotypical’ and ‘beautiful’. 

Reinforce that each pupil is unique

and all the better for it. We have

different ideas of beauty and

diversity makes life interesting. If we all

looked the same ‘perfect’, we’d soon

want to break away and express our

individuality.

Activity Sheet 2.1 – 

How would you feel? 

*



Activity Sheet 2.1 – How would you feel?

In pairs, look at the pictures you have brought in (or ones that your

teacher or group leader has given you). How would you feel if you

looked like these images? Circle three words. Underline three words that

you would not feel.

natural
beautiful

serious

strong

brainy

unusualcaring

sensitive

lonely

fit

positive

nice

powerful

soft

sad

sexy

stereotypical

real

cool

confident

fake

curvy
stupid

normal

ordinary

happy

elegant

thoughtful

popular

show-off

too perfect



Referring to the second statement, here are some

facts on body fat:

Models and actresses in the 1990s had 10-15%

body fat.  

The average for a healthy woman is 22-26%.

Why do our bodies need fat?

It is essential to bodily functions. Fat regulates body

temperature, cushions and insulates organs and

tissues and is the main form of the body’s energy

storage. 

On the other hand, the number of overweight 

7–11 year olds rose by 60% between 1994 and

1998 (Source: BMA) What habits might have led to

this increase?

>
Objective: to explore the effects of

taking in stylised media

This sheet can be handed out as

homework or can be discussed now

Activity Sheet 2.2 –

Looking in magazines

Prompt Sheet 2.2 – What affects body image?

In the previous exercise, some young people typically share that they really like their

magazines. They are fun, keep them up-to-date and are a source of information for 

the playground.

But how balanced is this information?



Activity Sheet 2.2 – Looking in magazines

• Looking at magazines for just 60 minutes lowers the self-esteem of over 80% of girls. 

(Dr. Raj Persuad, Consultant Psychiatrist at London’s Maudsley Hospital)

Why do you think so many women continue to buy these magazines?

• The body fat of models and actresses portrayed in the media is at least 50% less 

than that of healthy women.

(British Medical Association, 2000) 

Why do you think this is? 

• 6 out of 10 teenage girls think they’d ‘be happy if they were thinner’.

• While only 19% of teenage girls are ‘overweight’, 67% think they ‘need to lose weight’.

(UK Teen Body Image Survey, Jan 2004, Bliss magazine)

Give reasons why so many girls might think this way.



Prompt Sheet 2.3 – What affects body image?

In the previous exercise we looked at how we might feel if we looked like people in

magazines. But are these ‘ideal’ people as good-looking as they seem? Top fashion

photographer Rankin shows us what happens behind the photographs…

>
Objective: to understand the reality

behind media imagery.

When you watched the DVD, 

what did you find most surprising?

How much work goes into creating

‘perfect’ pictures?

We saw top model Jodie Kidd’s face

being made thinner. What do you

think about this?

How do you think models feel about

being manipulated?

Balance with how beauty can be fun

too, as long as you are doing what

you want rather than what you think

others want you to do. 

DVD 

‘Fabricating beauty’

>
Objective: to explore why images

may be manipulated in the media.

Some will think that this is just a bit 

of harmless fun, others will say that 

it puts pressure on girls to look a

certain way. Try and tease out both

sides of the debate.

Activity Sheet 2.3 – 

Who says who is

beautiful?

>
Objective: to explore how toys may

shape our thoughts on body shape.

Activity Sheet 2.4 –

Playing with beauty

‘Fabricating Beauty’ © Rankin



Activity Sheet 2.3 – Who says who is beautiful?

Below are pictures of Titanic actress Kate Winslet. GQ magazine used clever technology to

stretch the photograph, thereby giving the illusion of longer legs and a smaller dress size.

Why do you think GQ did this? 

How do you feel about media companies doing this?

Jason Bell / GQ © The Condé Nast Publications Ltd.Photographed 27 September 2002 © Getty Images.



>
As in Activity 2.3, try to promote

discussion rather than be judgemental

or lead the young people a certain

way. So, some will think that there is

no link between their toys or their

primary school heroes/heroines and

their feelings on body image. Others

will think the complete opposite. It’s

interesting to note that psychologists

are split on this issue as well.

Activity Sheet 2.4 –

Playing with beauty 

Prompt Sheet 2.4 – What affects body image?

Most children of this age will be past playing with dolls like Barbie
®

or Ken
®
. And they will

have grown out of the pop stars they admired at primary school. But it’s interesting to go

back into their childhoods and see what they think of the body images that might have

been around them at that time.



Activity Sheet 2.4 – Playing with beauty

Barbie
®

and Ken
®

– are they just fun-inspiring dolls? 

• Barbie’s waist is the same diameter as her head.

• Her neck is twice as long as an average human’s.

• Her legs are 50% longer than her arms. For an average woman they would be 

around 20% longer.

Keeping hip measurements constant, here is what young healthy adults would need to change 

to match the same body proportions as Barbie and Ken:

Woman vs Barbie Man vs Ken

Height + 61 cm + 51 cm

Waist – 15 cm + 25 cm

Chest + 13 cm + 28 cm

Neck length + 8 cm

Neck circumference + 20 cm

Source: Int. Journal of Eating Disorders, Vol 18, No3, 1995 © John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Look at how Ken’s body shape has evolved:

1960s 1990s/2000s1970s/1980s

‘Evolution of Ken II’ © Albert Crudo NYC/USA

Q1: Why do you think Barbie and Ken are shaped the way they are?

Q2: Do you think we are influenced by the shapes of the toys we play with?

Why do you think this?

BARBIE and KEN are registered trademarks of Mattel, Inc.



Prompt Sheet 3.1 – Self-Esteem Building

Sometimes being surrounded by all this ‘perfect’ imagery can make us feel less good

about ourselves. Helping children see that life is different from toys, media stereotypes,

pop idols, etc. is one thing. Building their confidence in themselves is another. So let’s

explore what we can do to boost self-esteem.

There are three parts to this.

How others’ communication can affect our self-esteem.

How our communication can affect others’ self-esteem.

How we can build our own self-esteem.

First we will look at how others’ communication can affect our self-esteem.

Activity Sheet 3.1 – 

The Power Of Words>
Objective: To appreciate how 

others’ communication can affect 

our self-esteem.



Activity Sheet 3.1 – The Power Of Words

Objective: To appreciate how others’ communication can affect our self-esteem.

Talk about the power of words e.g. Prime Ministers have averted wars on the strength of

a few well-chosen words. Now we’re going to explore the effect of some words on us…

How do these statements make you feel? 

What were they trying to say?

Could they have been rephrased?

Your teacher says:

I expect more from someone your age.

Your friend says:

I like being around you because you make me feel good.

Your Mum says:

You’re not going out looking like that!

Your friend says:

It’s great spending time with you but I could never live with you.

Your Dad says:

Act your age not your shoe size.

Someone teases you by saying:

You’re skinny.

Discuss ideal responses and ways of coping, e.g.

• Take a breath, think, speak later

• Ask what they really meant to say

’’‘‘
’’‘‘

’’‘‘
’’‘‘

’’‘‘
’’‘‘



Prompt Sheet 3.2 – Self-Esteem Building

Secondly we will turn it round to look at how our communication can affect others’ 

self-esteem.

Stimulus: “These days it’s so much easier to find things we don’t like about our bodies than things we do.” 

Is this true? Why?

We’re in for a long exhausting fight if we continue this way. When will we choose to change our point 

of view? Now? How? E.g. we can give more compliments (and then we might get more back). 

Thirdly we will look at how we can build our own self-esteem.

Take your completed Activity Sheet and, at the bottom, write “One thing I like about me is …” and then

complete this sentence. 

• How does this make you feel? 

• Confidence can be learnt. Everyone can hold their head up high and look others in the eye.

Activity Sheet 3.2 –

Unfinished Sentences>
Objective: to practise building others’

self-esteem.

• Remind about need to be positive,

respectful and avoid any hurt.

• What did it feel like to complete the

sentences for your partner? 

• What was it like to receive these

statements? 

• What was easy? What did you find

difficult?

Hand over your completed Activity

Sheet and thank your partner for

what they have written.



Activity Sheet 3.2 – Unfinished sentences

In pairs, complete these unfinished sentences. 

Afterwards you can swap sheets to take away. 

Remember to thank your partner.

Name:

One thing I like about you is…

A really individual thing about you is…

Activity Sheet 3.2 – Unfinished sentences

In pairs, complete these unfinished sentences. 

Afterwards you can swap sheets to take away. 

Remember to thank your partner.

Name:

One thing I like about you is…

A really individual thing about you is…



Prompt Sheet 3.3 – Wrap-up and Summary

Activity Sheet 3.3 – Promise Card >
Objective: to commit to action to build our self-esteem.

The last exercise is for ourselves. Write down a promise to yourself to build 

self-esteem. No one else will have to see what you have written. Try to make this 

as specific as possible, e.g.

“I will do a reality check when I read magazines.”

“I will make eye contact with myself in the mirror.”

“I will stop calling XXXX fat.”

“I will hold my head up high when I walk through the school gates.”

“I will think before I speak.”

How will you meet your promise?

Read your Promise Sheet in a month, or every week, as a reminder.

Ask if anyone wants to share their promises (acknowledging that you just said they

were confidential!).

4 – Wrap Up

So now what? What do you feel inspired
to do after this workshop?

• Set a specific time to look at your Promise Card?

• Share your Promise Card with a friend so you

can support each other?

• Set up a lunchtime group to use the extra

Activity Sheets and exercises in this pack?

• Ask someone to run this workshop at your 

Youth Group/school?

• Ask your parents and/or grandparents how 

they felt about their bodies when they were 

your age?

Ask your parents and/or grandparents how pictures

of women and men have changed over the years.

Do young people have a harder time these days?

Refer them to further information and exercises at

www.b-eat.co.uk and

www.campaignforrealbeauty.co.uk/dsef

Summary:

• Everyone has a different idea 
of beauty

• You are all beautiful / good-looking
in your own unique ways

• Have fun with the way you look but
don’t let it rule your life

• Think how others hear what 
you say

• Practising being confident will help
you reach your goals

*



Activity Sheet 3.3 – Promise Card

I will keep this promise by:

bo
dy

ta
lk From today . . /. . /. . . . I  am going 

to make a difference to my l i fe 

and to the l ives of others by making

this promise:



Further games /
exercises 

1. Media Stereotypes. 

Objective: to understand how media

imagery can make us feel.

Draw an outline round someone’s body. Fill it with 

a collage of images of women and men from

adverts. What are these adverts saying to you? 

How do they make you feel? Do you match their

stereotypical imagery? Why do advertisers use them?

Adapt a well-known TV or magazine advert so that

it has a more realistic message (rather than the

‘perfect’ fantasy world most adverts seem to exist

in). Draw or act out your new improved version. 

You might pretend to be from a fresh, new

advertising agency. What would you call yourself?

2. Wanted Poster. 

Objective: to use friendships to boost

self-esteem. 

Create a poster for a same-sex friend that shows

the qualities that are most important to you. Now

make a poster to ‘sell’ yourself as a friend. Do you

go more for looks and ‘image’ or for character and

personality?  

3. Our Friendship Rules.

Objective: to agree how we want to

behave as friends.

Write down all the different rules of friendship. 

Are friends just there for the good times? 

Agree the top ten rules and then turn them into 

a poster for your classroom wall.

4. Human Life-Cycle. 

Objective: to understand that our bodies

are changing all the time.

Any changes in our bodies right now are part of

life’s journey. Our bodies are adapting all the time.

Let’s explore. Here are some of the key stages in

our life-cycle: embryo, baby, toddler, primary school,

secondary school, young adult, parent, grand-parent.

Draw one of these stages and the one that

happens next. Label all the changes that take

place. Do these changes happen in the same 

way for all males and females?

5. Fan Mail. 

Objectives: to build up a collection 

of positive feedback (and practise

giving it!).

Explain that we often keep compliments to

ourselves yet they are more useful when shared!

Everyone writes their name on an individual

envelope. Then each person puts a compliment in

everyone else’s envelopes. “You make me smile” is

as good as “You have gorgeous eyes”. Keep them

positive and anonymous. At home you will have a

load of compliments to read – keep them for when

you feel low.



Handling difficult comments

For many questions, passing it back with a “Why do you think that?” can be very

powerful to drive a good discussion and help students find their own solutions. Here are

some specific comments that came up in some of our pilot sessions:

“Why can’t I wear make-up?”

You can. BodyTalk is about accepting the way both you and others are. If you enjoy wearing make-up

then that’s great. It’s fun to play with our looks. Just make sure that you are doing it because you enjoy

doing it, not because you feel pressurised into being something that you are not.

“I feel embarrassed talking about this sort of stuff”.

Thank you for having the guts to share how you feel. Some people can feel a bit awkward as they are

not used to talking about their bodies. Embarassment tends to come because we bury these issues rather

than talk about them. With practice this gets better. How can you practice?

“I think that boys put us under too much pressure to be the way they want us to be.”

Undoubtedly this is the case sometimes. But, there are many boys who do not do this. Also it’s not

uncommon to find that a lot of pressure to be a certain way can come from other girls. BodyTalk is

designed to raise awareness of these issues. How do you think it might help?

“I think my friend has an eating problem. What should I do?”

Give time – and listen. Listen to what your friend is saying. Try not to give advice, but encourage her or

him to seek help. Recovery is much easier with the support of those who care for them. Although your

friend is fortunate enough to have your support, it isn’t your responsibility to try and solve their problems.

As low self-esteem is the most common characteristic of people with eating disorders it is important to

remind them why you like them and what makes them so special to you. Don’t use false compliments

because they will see through them. You might find that they don’t seem to go out with you as much as

they used to but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t ask them. 

For further assistance, call the beat youth helpline on 0845 634 7650.

“What is an Eating Disorder?”

Boys, girls, men and women from all types of backgrounds and ethnic groups can suffer from eating

disorders. Eating disorders are a way of coping with feelings that are making you unhappy or depressed. 

It may be difficult to face up to and talk about feelings like anger, sadness, guilt, loss or fear. An eating

disorder is a sign that you need help in coping with life, and sorting personal problems.



You and your pupils can find more

materials to support your workshop at

www.campaignforrealbeauty.co.uk/dsef

You may also find it useful to have this list of

helplines and support organisations. For general

advice, please write to the organisation or look at

their website. Please keep the helpline numbers free

for those who are in real need.

General teenage counselling:

ChildLine

24 hour Helpline 0800 1111 

London Counselling Centre 020 7650 3200 

Living away from home helpline 0800 88 44 44

Monday to Friday 3.30pm – 9.30pm, 

2pm – 8pm weekends

www.childline.org.uk

Youth Access

1-2 Taylor’s Yard, 67 Alderbrook Road, 

London SW12 8AD 

0181 772 9900 (admin)

www.youthaccess.org.uk

Bullying

http://www.bullying.co.uk

Personal safety

The Suzy Lamplugh Trust, PO Box 17818, 

London SW14 8WW

020 8876 0305 

Monday to Friday 9.15am – 4.45pm 

www.suzylamplugh.org

Eating disorders

beat

103 Prince of Wales Road, Norwich, NR1 1DW

Youthline 0845 634 7650 (up to 18 years old)

email: ypf@b-eat.co.uk  

Monday to Friday 4.30pm – 8.30pm, 

Saturday 1pm – 4.30pm

Youthline TEXT service 07977 493 345 (std text rates).

Reply within 24 hours apart from weekends. 

Adult helpline 0845 634 1414 (over 18)

email: help@b-eat.co.uk 

Monday to Friday 10.30am – 8.30pm, 

Saturday 1pm to 4.30pm

www.b-eat.co.uk

Smoking

Quitline 0800 00 22 00

http://www.quit.org.uk

Drugs

The National Drugs Helpline 0800 77 66 00 

(24 Hours, 120 languages)

www.talktofrank.com

Health

NHS Direct 0845 4647

www.nhsdirect.nhs.uk

Pregnancy, sex, contraception

www.dfes.org.gov.uk/teenagepregnancy

The Family Planning Association

2-12 Pentonville Road, London N1 9FP

020 7837 5432

England Helpline 0845 310 1334 

(Open Monday to Friday 9am – 6pm) 

www.fpa.org.uk

Brook Advisory Centres 

Central Office, 1 53A East Street, 

London SE17 2SD 

0800 018 5023

www.brook.co.uk

Alcohol

Drinkline – the National Alcohol Helpline

0800 917 8282

Monday to Friday 9am – 11pm

Alateen – for young people with alcoholic parents

or friends 

www.al-anon.org/alateen

Acne Support Group 

0870 870 2263

www.stopspots.org

Online resources & helplines



Self-esteem 

and body image 

workshop guide

These materials have been developed thanks to the combined passion and energy of a huge

collection of people including Gary Bridge, Claire Cootes, Crudo, Nancy Etcoff, Shelley Halperin,

Emma Healey, Silvia Lagnado, Chi Lau, Alessandro Manfredi, Jade McEwen, Sam Morris, 

Angela Nelissen, Gill Neville, Susie Orbach, Rankin, Susan Ringwood, Monique Rossi, Sue Shepard,

Martin Staniforth, Ajit Thakur, Clare Trepleton, Amy Ward, Kate Winslet, Jeff Worth.

Please visit www.campaignforrealbeauty.co.uk/dseffor further resources including our

downloadable Mother & Daughter Activity Pack
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